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Images are general in nature and may not reflect the specific vehicle selected. Its rear-mounted,
air-cooled, four-cylinder boxer engine only displaced cc and produced a scant 36 horsepower
upon introduction, but its low curb weight meant that the Karmann Ghia could still be a fun
drive on the right road. Its voluptuous body was penned by design powerhouse Ghia in Turin,
Italy, and the coachwork was hand built by renowned German firm Karmann. Beginning in , a
convertible also joined the lineup. Displacement increased in to cc, with horsepower rising to S
market. It also means it enjoys strong appreciation amongst collectors. For all Hagerty
Insurance clients: The values shown do not imply coverage in this amount. In the event of a
claim, the guaranteed value s on your policy declarations page is the amount your vehicle s is
covered for, even if the value displayed here is different. If you would like to discuss your
Hagerty Insurance policy, please call us at Model Overview Images are general in nature and
may not reflect the specific vehicle selected. Sixty-five years ago, the first Karmann Ghia rolled
off the assembly line at the Osnabruck factory. The brainchild of Wilhelm Karmann, a contract
carmaker, it combined German engineering, as it was built on the chassis of the Volkswagen
Beetle , with Italian design signed by Carrozzeria Ghia. The following year, the first batch started
arriving in the United States, and despite the sports car design, it packed a horsepower engine
and was pounds 68 kg heavier than the Beetle. Nonetheless, the Karmann Ghia was fun to drive,
with changes to the suspension that included a front sway bar and different springs compared
to the Beetle. Its looks made it popular, with , coupes and 80, convertibles built over the next 19
years, out of which almost , were shipped to the U. Skip to content. February 23, at pm. Saddled
with expectations, the Model Y does its best to just be a very able, normal car. Take a cinematic
excursion into the history of one very interesting motorsport story. Unfortunately for gamers,
the pandemic has delayed the launch of Gran Turismo 7. All Rights Reserved. Internally
designated the Type 14 , the Karmann Ghia combined the chassis and mechanicals of the Type
1 Beetle with styling by Italy's Carrozzeria Ghia and hand-built bodywork by German
coachbuilding house Karmann. For its final model year, the vestigial rear seat was discontinued
for North American models, as it lacked provisions for seat belts; all Karmann Ghias for were
marketed strictly as two-seaters. From , Volkswagen marketed the Type 34 , based on the Type
3 platform, featuring angular bodywork and mechanicals from said platform. More than , [3]
Karmann Ghias were produced in Germany over the car's production life, not including the Type
34 variant. Long noted for its exterior styling, the Karmann Ghia was designed with input from
numerous individuals at Carrozzeria Ghia and was strongly influenced by Virgil Exner 's work,
though all of its designers passed without a definitive individual styling attribution. American
industrial designer Walter Dorwin Teague included the Type 14 Karmann Ghia in his list of the
world's most beautifully designed products. Three companies and numerous individuals came
together in the history of the Karmann Ghia. In the early s, Volkswagen was producing its
Volkswagen Beetle , and as postwar standards of living increased, executives at Volkswagen
were at least receptive to adding a halo model to its range, if not proactive. Luigi Segre was
committed to expanding the international reputation of Carrozzeria Ghia. And Wilhelm Karmann
had taken over his family coachbuilding firm Karmann and was eager to augment his contracts
building Volkswagen's convertible models. Wilhelm Karmann and Luigi Segre often
encountered each other at international automobile shows, and after an initial discussion
prompted by Wilhelm Karmann, Segre secretly obtained [5] a Volkswagen Beetle to use as a
basis for a prototype [6] â€” the Type I's were difficult to come by and Gian Paolo, Mario
Boano's son, purchased one in Paris and drove it back to Turin. The styling of the vehicle,
however, integrated work by Segre as well as Mario Boano , Sergio Coggiola and Giovanni
Savonuzzi â€” and at various times they each took credit for the design. Exner Jr. Nobody
minded it. It was wonderful. The precise styling responsibilities were not well-documented at
the time, before the passing of the various designers, [5] further complicated by the overlapping
work of the key players. A definitive individual attribution on Karmann Ghia's styling was never
made. Segre and Virgil Exner became close professionally and personally, eventually traveling
Europe together. The design and prototype were well received by Volkswagen executives, and
the Type 14 debuted at the October Paris Auto Show as a styling concept "by Ghia. Public
reaction to the Type 14 exceeded expectations, and more than 10, were sold in the first year. In
contrast to the Beetle's machine-welded body with bolt-on fenders, the Karmann Ghia's body
panels were butt-welded , hand-shaped, and smoothed with English pewter in a time-consuming
process commensurate with higher-end manufacturers, resulting in the Karmann Ghia's higher
price. Production doubled soon after the Karmann Ghia's introduction, [17] becoming the car
most imported into the U. In August , Volkswagen introduced a convertible version of the
Karmann Ghia. Exterior changes in included wider and finned front grilles, taller and more
rounded rear taillights and headlights relocated to a higher position â€” with previous models
and their lower headlight placement called lowlights. The Italian designer Sergio Sartorelli , [18]

designer of Type 34, oversaw the various restylings of Type In , larger taillights integrated the
reversing lights and larger wrap-around turn signals. Still larger and wider taillights increased
side visibility. In , large square-section bumpers replaced the smooth round originals, and tail
lights were again enlarged. A carpeted package shelf replaced the rear seat. In late the car was
superseded by the Golf-based Scirocco. In September , Volkswagen introduced the VW
Karmann Ghia, [20] or Type 34, based on its new Type 3 platform, featuring Volkswagen's new
flat cc engine design, and styling by Italian engineer Sergio Sartorelli. Today the name Type 34
is recognized as the worldwide naming convention. An electrically operated sliding steel
sunroof was optional in , the second automobile model in the world to have this option. The
styling offered more interior and cargo room than the original Karmann Ghia. It featured an
electric clock, three luggage spaces, built-in fog lights, round tail lights, upper and lower dash
pads, door pads, and long padded armrests. It was the fastest production VW model of its day.
Until it was replaced by the VW- Porsche , it was the most expensive and luxurious passenger
car VW manufactured in the s â€” at the time costing twice as much as a Beetle in many
markets. Although the Type 34 was available in most countries, it was not offered officially in
the U. Many still made their way to the USA most via Canada , and the USA has the largest
number of known Type 34s left in the world of the total 1, to 2, or so remaining. Like its Type 14
brother, the Type 34 was styled by the Italian design studio Ghia. There are some similar styling
influences, but the Type 14 Ghia looks very different from the Type The Type 34 is mechanically
the same as other Type 3s. All bodywork, interior, glass, bumpers, and most of the lenses are
unique to the Type Underneath, it was similar to the Type 14, although the platform of the
Volkswagen Variant was used rather than that of the Volkswagen Beetle. It was offered only in
South America and was not exported off the continent. Volkswagen do Brasil also produced a
TC Wagon variant with 4 doors and a tailgate. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor
vehicle. Deutsche Autos â€”, Band 3. Stuttgart: Motorbuch Verlag. Retrieved Archived from the
original on Veloce Publishing, VW Trends Magazine, May The head of Ghia in was Mario Boano.
He was a master craftsman by trade, having worked with coachbuilders in the s and 40s,
creating wooden automotive models on contract. After merging with the Carrozzeria Ghia
design firm in , he began designing some very original forward thinking cars for firms like Alfa
Romeo, Lancia, and Fiat. These cars were designed from to , and all had similar styling
components to what would eventually be the VW Karmann Ghia. Although his designs were on
paper and well detailed his requests for a VW chassis from the VW factory were denied, and no
full-size prototypes were ever constructed. In , Luigi Segre was sent to the U. Exner had been an
automotive design virtuoso, working for Pontiac in the s and Studebaker in the s, and had
joined Chrysler in He was responsible for transforming the entire Chrysler model line in the
early s, from squared engineer-inspired boxes to stylish masterpieces. Due to the high cost and
time-consuming process of turning auto designs into actual show car prototypes, Exner hired
Ghia to build his Chrysler designs in the s. This special bodied car began as a collection of
sketches and a plaster scaled model, which was sent to Ghia in Italy in late , completed in early ,
and returned to Chrysler. Remarkably, the side fender treatment and smooth front end design
were strikingly similar to the prototype that Ghia was working on for Karmann in Since Ghia had
both prototype projects being built side-by-side, it is plausible that certain liberties were taken
and ideas shared in both Chrysler and Karmann sports car prototypes. One thing is for certain,
however, it is one of the most interesting connections in VW history. Gian Paolo drove to Paris
a few weeks later to retrieve the car which was to become the prototype Karmann Ghia Coupe of
Gian Paolo, upon reflection on the secretive project, recalled having problems at the Italian
border because he did not have the necessary import papers for this VW. There have never
been any pre-prototype sketches release to the public by Ghia, another interesting fact
considering the Chrysler connection. The Truth About Cars. Automobile in American Life and
Society. Thomas and engineering to Jim Zeder who was the vice-president of engineering to
show what they called the Plymouth X. At that time, that was a tremendous amount of money,
while Ghia was showing this little Plymouth. It wasn't nearly as big, but it was a totally new body
built on a standard chassis, but they were quoting prices for show cars to be built from ten to
twenty thousand dollars at that time, and the workmanship was excellent. There was a bit of fear
on the part of Chrysler that they would be taking work away from union shops to have these
cars built in Italy. But, nevertheless, they signed a contract with Segre to go ahead. Chrysler
would design a car, and Ghia would build what became the first true show car that my father
was responsible for [from] the new design section at Chrysler. Katz September 24, Benson Ford
Research Center. The Henry Ford. Virgil Exner Jr. He married quite a wealthy Brazilian gal. They
were a neat couple and raised a nice family. They became very good friends with my family. I
liked Luigi very much. Hemmings Motor News. Throwing wrenches. The best vintage and
classic cars for sale online Bring a Trailer. Archived from the original on 12 September
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and supplying VW Karmann Ghia restoration parts since The first Karmann Ghia part we made
was the wood Karmann Ghia convertible wood front bow. We reproduced the part, then still
being made by Volkswagen for their Karmann Ghia convertibles and made it for less money
than the Karmann Ghia dealers were charging! After over forty years our shop still makes VW
Karmann Ghia convertible wood top bows! As we supplied top factories with these and other
parts such as rubber seals, and other Karmann Ghia--and other convertible parts we expanded
our efforts in becoming a complete Karmann Ghia parts distributor. Many years ago, before the
internet, we offered Karmann Ghia parts via our print catalog. While the internet has enabled
many more companies to enter into the car parts, and specifically the Karmann Ghia parts
business, we operate from our offices and warehouse and strive to supply only high quality
Karmann Ghia parts as well as old fashioned service to our Karmann Ghia parts shoppers and
customers. More Karmann Ghia history: When the original Karmann Ghia convertible top seals
were modified the one in the Karmann Ghia convertible rear window we took an original VW
Ghia seal from a top and began reproducing it for the convertible top manufacturers making
accurate Karmann Ghia convertible tops. Our concern was to get original quality Karmann Ghia
parts to our customers, avoiding cheap reproductions that have come heavily into the Karmann
Ghia market place. We have since sold thousands of Karmann Ghia tops, bows, seals and
having branched into all Ghia parts we were soon offering sheet metal, electrical parts,
upholstery and just about everything else for the Karmann Ghia restorer. We are proud that we
built a service intensive organization and are a real company, in a family owned building with a
full staff of dedicated people. We have forged relationships with just about every manufacturer
and importer of Karmann Ghia parts. Our main building is a restored ice house in southern
Rhode Island. We have added separate warehouses, efficiently linked via our data base of parts
for air cooled and water cooled Volkswagen sedans and Volkswagen convertibles. And we still
manufacture those Karmann Ghia convertible wood top bows! VW Karmann Ghia Convertibles
and Sedans: One of the beauties of the Karmann Ghia, and all air cooled Volkswagens, is that
the parts for restoration, maintenance and repair have not disappeared! The Karmann Ghia is a
classic and good quality parts are generally available for all years of the Karmann Ghia.
Karmann Ghia parts, and other air cooled Volkswagen parts are available, often originating in
several different factories. And there is abundant literature enabling the owner to maintain, and
even fullu restore his or her Karmann Ghia. For example, one of our factories, TMI Products, has
been manufacturing accurate interior items, meticulously reproducing the original square and
basket weave Karmann Ghia seat fabrics, leather grained fabrics and all original Ghia colors.
Our service to Karmann Ghia parts shoppers has been our hallmark since we started operating.
The Checkout Message: Your on line order entry will end with an opportunity to leave us a
message. We read and respond to these quickly and thoroughly. We answer your messages.
Support and Information: If you have any questions about your Karmann Ghia or about parts for
it, please address then to our support email address support mtmfg. We are here too with four
knowledgable Karmann Ghia staff to answer questions. While email is more efficient, allowing
us to respond without those annoying phone waits, our Karmann Ghia folks are available 9 to 5
Eastern time mon-friday. Emails to our support mailbox are answered every few hours.
Volkswagen Restoration Specialists Since Order now! Custom Convertible Tops. Gifts for
Volkswagen fans. Instructional Bug Me Dvds. Karmann Ghia Restoration Parts. Important Links
Shipping Warranty. Apple fans have been itching to see the tech giant flex the full muscle of its
iOS operating system in an automotive infotainment system for years, which is why we turned
all sorts of excited when we caught wind of the Volkswagen iBeetle. The machine is headed to
the Shanghai Motor Show for a debut, and VW promised it would be one of the "first cars in the
world to have a genuine integrative interface for the iPhone that was coordinated with Apple. Go
ahead and close those up, kids. In reality, the iBeetle offers little more than a dash-mounted
dock and a special app that shows a few vehicle functions, which is about as far from an
infotainment revolution as you're likely to find. In fact, the setup is little more than a factory

rehash of aftermarket items, and hardly worth a whole model debut at an international motor
show. And that's to say nothing of the fact that Apple relishes in changing the shape and form
of its darling handheld at every generation. Volkswagen better be prepared to keep pace with
appropriate docking mechanisms for the upcoming iPhone 5S, 6, 6S, et al. Even though we've
finally gotten a look at the production version of the mile per gallon Volkswagen XL1, this
aero-shaped two-seater was never intended for high-volume sales. Fortunately, it sounds like
the same isn't true for the car's diesel plug-in hybrid powertrain, which, according to a report
from AutoCar, could make its way under the hood of another Volkswagen model: the Up! A
potential Up! Hybrid would likely be able to return some of the same impressive fuel economy
numbers as the XL1, but it would be a more realistic car with more passenger space and greater
production capacity. The hand-built XL1 will use a horsepower, two-cylinder TDI engine paired
to a seven-speed dual-clutch transmission, and the hp electric motor and lithium-ion battery
helps deliver an all-electric driving range of 31 miles. One of the core pillars of the XL1's design
is its lightweight construction with a pound curb weight, which makes the Up! The report says
that the Up! Hybrid is still in the developmental phase, so a production version isn't expected
for at least another 18 months. The extensive story focuses on Columbia's illegal mining trade
and calls into question the provenance of the rare ore that is used not only in crankshaft parts
production, but is also found in the world's computing and telecommunications industry for use
in screens. The refined ore is then sent over to Austria, where a company called Plansee turns it
into a finished product. Now, it's important to note that we aren't talking about the world's
supply of tungsten here. In , Plansee's American refinery purchased That's peanuts, with the
entire Colombian tungsten mining industry producing just one percent of the world's supplies.
That doesn't make indirectly supporting FARC any more acceptable, though. BMW, VW and
Ferrari are all committed to no
2001 mitsubishi montero belt diagram
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t accepting mineral supplies from the Democratic Republic of Congo, which is also in the grips
of a guerrilla insurrection funded, in part, by illegal mining. The same commitment would figure
to extend to Colombian mining, but as BMW points out, it's difficult for a multi-national
manufacturer to know where every item in its supply chain comes from. A company
spokesperson says as much, telling Bloomberg, "These few grams out of the billions of tons of
raw materials passing through the BMW supply chain are of no practical relevance. Location:
Chicago, Illinois, United States. Condition: Used: A vehicle is considered used if it has been
registered and issued a title. Used vehicles have had at least one previous owner. The condition
of the exterior, interior and engine can vary depending on the vehicle's history. See the seller's
listing for full details and description of any imperfections. All Rights Reserved. Designated
trademarks and brands are the property of their respective owners.

